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It’s been interesting to note that even as the
most popular social media tools have become
household names, those very same tools are
now finding themselves criticized or even triv-
ialized in the press. A prime example is Face-
book’s public agony over privacy controls and
its resulting corporate “spin” to save face. It
would appear that the buzz of early adoption
has gained a parallel effect in the media: re-
active criticism. The new counter-buzz is writ-
ten by knowledgeable commentators inhabit-
ing the technology pages of major newspapers
and web outlets, and they are battle-hardened
in response to the pace of change. On balance
I view the new, tough criticism of social net-
working as a sign of early maturity in the field:
If you love something enough to try it, chances
are you will soon be bold enough to clamor for
more of the good and less of the bad. 

Throughout late 2009 and 2010, we’ve seen
well-reasoned backlashes against the 24/7
news cycle and serious intellectual challenges
to the value of constant texting, Twittering, and
the sharing of one’s exact geographic position.
Even some university students (who are surely
users of all social media) are opting out of the
constant datastream, in search of—well,
maybe just enjoying the day. In short, we may
be entering a new moment in online life, where
users have started to say, “No thanks, I’ve got
better things to do.” If so, then it is an excel-
lent moment for information professionals to
get serious about developing useful services

with the new media. The best way to do so is
by examining what is going on in other fields
and assessing whether similar approaches will
work in our corner of the world.

Thankfully, we’ve been pretty busy al-
ready, as the articles in this issue of CIL il-
lustrate. There is much creativity at work on
the ground, and our finest innovators are us-
ing social media to their advantage. But as I
said before, I do believe that it’s vital to keep
an eye on other industries to see how social
media are changing relationships with vari-
ous types of customers. I also think we bene-
fit when we can apply a strategy that works
in other industries, particularly when we ex-
ercise collective and collaborative thinking.
So rather than explore what the information
professions are doing with social media, I’ve
been looking at what others are doing—and
here are some of my favorite “picks.”

Follow That Cart

The city of Los Angeles is famous for many
things, ranging from the Beach Boys to aero-
space. Here’s something new under the LAsun-
shine: Twittering lunch trucks. Actually, it’s not
so new anymore, but there’s a key connection be-
ing made in this Twitter-driven strategy. Rov-
ing lunch trucks invite diners to follow them on
Twitter and then send out tweets that tell the
followers where they will be setting up. Enough
people show up that business is hopping (for
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those whose menus are good in the first
place). Not all the Twitter-slingers are
mobile either. Kiss My Bundt is a Los
Angeles bakery that sends out tweets
that give the daily baking schedule and
menu of choices (http://kissmybun
dt.typepad.com).

The daily stream of Twitter-based
“intelligence” helps buyers organize er-
rands and save time—without wasting
time on the phone or in other media, try-
ing to find out what’s on the menu. It’s
a powerful strategy; more food lovers’ex-
amples are sprouting not just in LA but
everywhere. BBQ Kalbi is a Korean bar-
beque wagon that operates in the San
Francisco Bay Area, where there are so
many similar services that there are
now directories (see the San Francisco
Chronicle, July 1, 2010, p. D1). HBO’s
new New Orleans-based miniseries,
Treme, features actress Kim Dickens as
Janette Desautel, a down-on-her-luck
chef who loses her restaurant due to
hard times—but launches a lunch truck
and makes a living catering parties. 

The dynamic I see in these food
lovers’ examples is an imaginative in-
vitation to “come to us,” wherever we
may be—and people are doing just
that. What can we extract from this
two-way interaction? At least this: Vi-
ral advertising via Twitter really does
work, if you have the goods people
want. Since it works, research libraries
and info pros may use Twitter as a new
gateway to niche populations. In re-
search communities, everybody is in
one “niche” or another—the challenge
is to find them. Perhaps it’s time to of-
fer them an opportunity to find us.

‘Let’s Start a Publishing
Community!’

It’s a bit of a cliché to regard the San
Francisco Bay Area as an idea lab for
artists and writers. But there is still a
strong literary scene going on here,
and it’s keeping up with the times. In-
deed, the evidence suggests that vari-
ous literary communities are thriving.
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Here’s a local winner that uses social
media to its advantage: The Rumpus. 

The Rumpus is a literary commu-
nity that formed in 2008 as the brain-
child of author Stephen Elliott and
Rumpus editor Isaac Fitzgerald (http://
therumpus.net). It provides a blog, a
book club that features manuscripts
still in galleys, events that showcase
works by lesser-known authors, read-
ings hosted in popular local nightclubs,
and a number of ways for writers and
readers to become personally involved
with each other and the creative process.
Elliott, being reviewed by the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, argues that even as me-
dia continue to fragment among various
devices and services (such as iPads and
blogs), people still crave community.
Rumpus is only as good as its commu-
nity members make it, but the buy-in
level seems strong. Public readings are
affordable ($10), and they often sell out.
You can learn all about it on Twitter and
the Daily Rumpus Blog; just be ready to
hear the value of print and interpersonal
relationships extolled, at least as much
or more than the content you read on
your new iPad. 

‘The Government
Participatory Class’

In contrast to the preceding “small
is beautiful” examples, the Pew Inter-
net and American Life Project has dis-
covered a much larger success story:
U.S. government agencies. In a recent
report titled “Government Online,” Pew
researcher Aaron Smith provides a very
useful and instructive overview of what
government is doing right online (see
www.pewinternet.org/~/media//files/re
ports/2010/PIP_government_online
_2010.pdf). For years, it’s been easy to
find fault with how federal agencies
have been handling their websites, but
those days are ending fast. Smith finds
that as much as 31% of the public use
blogs, email, video, texting, and other
technology to communicate with the
government. Moreover, this significant

percentage of the general population
closely reflects America’s ethnic diver-
sity, with heavy involvement among
African American and Latino citizens.
This rather large cohort of folks has its
own moniker too: the “government par-
ticipatory class.” Government partici-
patory class members not only commu-
nicate with federal agencies, but they
also expect to have an influence on pol-
icy. They are emailing lengthy sugges-
tions to the agencies, sending tweets,
and more. If Alexis de Tocqueville were
to write Democracy in America today,
no doubt he would want to interview
Aaron Smith to get the new lowdown
on participatory democracy 2.0.

What’s new about this dynamic and
participatory relationship? Citizens are
using social media to engage directly with
the government, at the nuts-and-bolts
level of departments and agencies. This
is distinct from “writing your senator”
with a policy complaint. Citizens open a
dialogue with government staff directly
because they care about the issues (envi-
ronmental safety, for example) in a deeply
personal way. The immediacy and sus-
tained dialogue of this interaction gives
federal agencies a chance to respond
quickly to problems that they may not be
organized to discover on their own. 

Research libraries may find much
to learn from this massive, ongoing ex-
periment in democracy. But crafting
effective responses may be a challenge
if strategies flow from the top level
down and miss the wisdom of the rank
and file. If federal agencies are suc-
ceeding with social media, it is most
likely because policy changes are be-
ing put in place with heavy input from
program officers, web managers, and
customer service staff. For research li-
braries to experience equal advances,
our corresponding change agents will
be found among the newest members
of the profession, working on the front
lines and taking good ideas to library
systems offices and administrators.
Administrators may then choose to try
new ideas and new directions. If they

are good leaders, they can involve all
parts of the organization. 

Balance and Build

As I said, this very issue of CIL pro-
vides a fount of ideas for innovation and
is also evidence of the profession’s ability
to make bold moves. Indeed, we face some
unique challenges in marketing knowl-
edge resources that purveyors of fine din-
ing and authors do not share. Yet I find a
common thread in these three examples,
two of which exemplify the grass roots
and one which exemplifies the mono-
lithic: taking communication seriously. 

The new media are only tools to an
end, and author Stephen Elliott of Rum-
pus finds a general hunger for face-to-
face community that technology cannot
fill. Likewise, our social media forays
with Twitter and other “pull” technolo-
gies should focus on the earnest desires
of our communities. For those efforts to
thrive, we must keep two things in mind.
First, outreach is most effective when it
brings our community into our world—
but if we’re inviting them in, we should
also be sure we’re ready when they start
dusting things up a bit. Second, we need
to promote something of true value,
whether that means research support,
current news, or forming communities of
practice. That special value will differ
from place to place, but the strategic ex-
ercise of identifying where value actually
lies is a transferrable skill. So as we craft
our social media projects, we will find we
have something to learn from restaura-
teurs, writers, and even big government:
how to listen to our user communities
and how to give staff at all levels a
chance to contribute. �
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